
Growing up in a martial arts family, although my own martial arts has been neglected for many 
years, it is better to know more, so even though the two of us are several years apart, we still get 
along very well.” “Although your father has no talent in martial arts

, But they have been studying the origin and underlying logic of martial arts, and your mother is the 
same. They even spent a lot of manpower, material and financial resources to investigate the origin 
of martial arts and metaphysics all over the world.” charlie frowned and said, “I don’t seem to have 
ever had any problems with my father
. Relevant impressions…”
Feng Zidong smiled and said, “You can understand your father as a scholar trying to crack the core 
of martial arts and metaphysics in a scientific way. His goal is not to practice martial arts, but to 
hope to be able to crack the law of gravity like Newton , to decipher the laws of martial arts, he 
often discusses with me what is true qi, and discusses why warriors can use meridians and dantians 
to circulate true qi, and play a role in improving physical fitness and their own strength; “
“Use a scientific method to decipher the core of martial arts and metaphysics?” charlie’s expression 
was at a loss, and he couldn’t help asking himself, “Can this kind of thing really be explained by 
science? Just like Huichun Dan can bring people back to life and prolong life. Can any scientific 
method be developed? I have a deep understanding of martial arts and spiritual energy, but I don’t 
know what the underlying logic is. Dad is not even a warrior, so how can he study it? What about the
underlying logic?”
At this time, Feng Zidong thought of something, and said, “By the way, charlie, although your 
mother seems quiet, she is actually more interested in these things, even more fanatical than your 
father, and even your father, It’s all possible to be influenced by her.”
Speaking of this, Feng Zidong said to charlie, “Your mother even has a team specializing in this kind 
of knowledge, and as early as the 1990s, she used her relationship and background in the United 
States to A supercomputer computing center was established. At that time, there were only a 
handful of countries that could have that kind of supercomputer. Only a few countries were using 
supercomputers to predict the global climate, simulate nuclear test data, and calculate the number 
of planets in the solar system. orbit and distance, to explore the mysteries of the birth of the 
universe, while your mother was using the top supercomputer in the world at that time to deduce 
the underlying logic of the I Ching gossip and Feng Shui secrets; ” charlie was dumbfounded when 
he heard it, he was
dreaming I never thought that my mother would have such a mysterious side.
Feng Zidong thought of something, and said again, “Oh, yes, your mother even took your father to 
participate in at least dozens of martial arts-related archeology in various parts of China before and 
after marriage.” “
Archaeology Before charlie was surprised that his mother was interested in the I Ching gossip, he 
subconsciously said, “I’ve never heard of them engaging in archaeological work…” Feng
Zidong laughed, “Of course they won’t let you know, because they To put it bluntly, it’s not officially 
approved. To put it bluntly, it’s archaeology, but to put it bluntly, it’s tomb robbery.” Then,
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Feng Zidong asked him, “Can you imagine? Two top rich second generations, usually They are super 
elites who go to and from Wall Street or Eastcliff’s CBD, but at night, they will change into night 
clothes and become the Mojin school captain described in the movies


